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Chapter 461: Using The Compass Of The Soul of Vengeance Again 

Li Ya had really changed. 

Zhou Zhou couldn't help but think about the affection in her eyes just now. 

It seemed that the horror of life and death could really change a person easily. 

In the past, Li Ya was not so bold. 

Or rather… 

At that time, she had carried too many burdens, so she did not dare to ask about any personal feelings. 

Now that she had let go of everything, she was showing her true nature. 

Towards this, Zhou Zhou did not find her annoying. Instead, he felt that her appearance was quite good. 

This was how a young girl should be! 

"I'll see His Majesty tomorrow." 

Zhou Zhou changed the topic. 

When Li Ya saw him like this, the corners of her lips curled up slightly, as if she had discovered 

something interesting. 

However, she did not make things difficult for him. She only nodded and prepared to go back. 

"I want to see you tonight." 

Just as Zhou Zhou heaved a sigh of relief, Li Ya, who had not walked far, suddenly turned around and 

said. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he reacted. 

If she had something to say, why didn't she say it now? Why must she wait until tonight? 

Zhou Zhou shook his head and stopped thinking about it. He headed for the soldiers' encampment. 

A moment later, in the bases of the Blazing Sun Army and the monster army. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the countless soldiers in front of him and smiled. 

After recruiting 434,115 soldiers with recruitment books, 

The number of soldiers under his command had reached 1,627,671! 

If he were to include the more than 2.6 million troops from the Star Alliance, the total number of troops 

he could control had already reached more than 4.2 million! 
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Even the Tahan Kingdom at its peak could not compare to the number of troops at this level! 

Zhou Zhou looked at the soldiers and was filled with confidence. 

Now, he should no longer be afraid of a Basic Kingdom. 

He just didn't know what an Intermediate Grade Kingdom was like. 

He thought for a while and asked the soldiers to prepare for the upcoming trip to The Final Battlefield. 

Then, he opened the Star Alliance's chat group and asked the Spiritual Medicine Lord, the Green Phoenix 

Lord, the Fertile Land Lord, and the other Alliance members to bring their soldiers over and prepare to 

enter The Final Battlefield with him. 

The Lords naturally agreed. 

Their Incite Defection had already cooldown. They were already rubbing their palms together, waiting 

for Zhou Zhou's words. 

A moment later. 

Ling'er, Nong Chenglin, the Green Phoenix Lord, the Paper Immortal Lord, the Gold Merchant Lord, and 

308 other Lord members brought a total of two million troops to Blazing Sun Territory. 

As for the remaining 600,000 soldiers, they stayed in their respective territories to guard them. 

These Alliance members were all high-spirited. Clearly, they were quite pleased with themselves with so 

many soldiers. 

Who would have thought that most of them were Life Profession Lords who couldn't even protect their 

territory not so long ago? 

Zhou Zhou and the Lords exchanged a few simple words and did not say anything else. He led the Lords 

and soldiers onto Starry Night and returned to The Final Battlefield with a thought. 

The Final Battlefield. 

When the scene appeared in front of Zhou Zhou again, he realized that he was already standing in the 

spaceship where he had left last night. 

"Wen Ya." 

"How far is the Violent Storm that's besieging us now? If we stop, how long will it take for it to catch up 

to us?" 

Zhou Zhou immediately asked. 

[Reporting to the Lord, we are already 1.65611 million kilometers away from the Violent Storm after last 

night's maximum power flight!] 

[The Violent Storm will reach us in about five hours if we stop moving.] 

Wen Ya reported. 



Zhou Zhou frowned. 

'Already?' 

"Has the Violent Storm accelerated again?" 

Zhou Zhou asked. 

[Yes.] 

[The speed of the Violent Storm now is about 40% faster than yesterday's average speed.] 

[Moreover, this speed is still increasing.] 

Wen Ya trailed off. 

"This isn't acceleration." 

"This is clearly increasing the speed to force us Lords of the myriad races to meet and fight." 

Zhou Zhou muttered. 

Then, he did not pay much attention to it. 

His strength was no longer the same as before. He could even fight a True Lord of the Original Spirit 

Race, let alone an ordinary Lord of a myriad race. 

Therefore, he was not afraid. Instead, he wanted to take the initiative to find a strong enemy to fight. 

"It shows the Scarlet Lord faction and the Lord faction of all races that you discovered during your night 

of flying." 

"Just like yesterday, we have to show the kind of power that can be broken through by today." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

[Yes, my Lord!] 

Wen Ya trailed off. 

The next second. 

A virtual strategy map appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. It displayed dense red dots of different sizes. 

On the top right corner of the strategic map, there were a total of 55,451 red dots! 

Among them, there were 32,458 Scarlet Lords! 

There were 22,993 Lords! 

Zhou Zhou's expression was solemn. 

There were more than 100,000 of them when he looked at the strategic map yesterday! 

However, there were only more than 50,000 left. 



Moreover, there were only more than 20,000 Lords left. 

Even if some of the Lords of All Races had yet to enter The Final Battlefield, 

However, it could also be seen how many Lords had been eliminated after yesterday night. 

"Today is the final battle of the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield event." 

"The battle will definitely be more intense, and conflicts will erupt more frequently. Even if my strength 

increases, I have to be careful." 

Zhou Zhou thought to himself. 

He did not share this strategic map with the Lord members. Instead, he took out the Compass of the 

Soul of Vengeance. 

"The Great Soul of Vengeance." 

"I want to take revenge on someone." 

"Can you give me guidance so that I know its location?" 

Zhou Zhou looked at the compass and said in a deep voice. 

One second, two seconds, three seconds… 

Whoosh… 

The compass moved slightly, and then a large amount of blood-colored fog dissipated from the 

compass. 

Soon, the entire conference room was enveloped by this blood-colored fog. 

Zhou Zhou had already seen this scene yesterday, so he did not panic at all. 

A pair of blood-colored eyes slowly appeared from the blood fog. 

These eyes looked at Zhou Zhou calmly. 

"Chaos Human." 

"Tell me, who is the enemy you want to take revenge on?" 

The Soul of Vengeance's voice rumbled. 

"The enemy I want to take revenge on is…" 

"Machina race Lord—Lord Father!" 

Zhou Zhou said loudly. 

He naturally did not forget what Wen Ya had told him yesterday about needing the technological 

knowledge of the Machina race's spaceship to increase the efficiency of building it. 

Now that he had just arrived at The Final Battlefield, his strength was flourishing! 



He would first deal with the Machina race's Lord Father and interrogate him about the spaceship's 

technological knowledge. 

After a while, the Soul of Vengeance spoke again. 

"I have given guidance." 

"Go on." 

With that, the pair of blood-colored eyes slowly disappeared into the blood fog. Then, the blood fog 

quickly retracted into the compass. The entire conference room returned to its previous appearance, as 

if nothing had happened. 

Zhou Zhou's gaze landed on the compass in his hand again. 

The blood-colored needle on the compass began to slowly spin like he was familiar with, and finally 

pointed to the southeast. 
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Zhou Zhou seemed to have understood something. 

Lord Father was 276,250,000 kilometers to the southeast! 

Moreover, it was constantly moving away from the Violent Storm. 

"Nearly 300 million kilometers." 

"That's quite far!" 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

However, he was not too worried. 

This was because his Starry Night was faster than the other party. 

In addition, the entire day had just begun. He had enough time to catch up with Lord Father. 

The gains that Zhou Zhou had obtained could completely make up for the losses during this period of 

time when he took him down. 

Then, he told the members of the Star Alliance through the chat group that he was going to find Lord 

Father for a war. 

"I'll support whatever you do, Alliance Master!" 

"Wow! You've just entered The Final Battlefield, and you're already facing an opponent of this level? 

Lord Alliance Master, you have the final say! We'll listen to you!" 

"It's finally here. The high-level game I've been waiting for!" 

… 
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After seeing Zhou Zhou's words, other than a few Lords who were a little worried and did not say 

anything, most of the Lords did not have any objections or even support for Zhou Zhou's actions. 

Zhou Zhou knew the reason immediately. 

They now had more than 3.6 million soldiers! 

Moreover, there were more than 2,200 Extraordinary-Tier experts among them! 

Not to mention… 

He still had many heroes around him. 

Not to mention other trump cards. 

When the Lord members saw that their side had such strength, they naturally had the confidence to 

face a top Lord of All Races like Lord Father! 

Zhou Zhou's heart warmed when he saw the many Lords supporting him. 

This feeling of not fighting alone and having many friends supporting him was really good. 

Perhaps this was also one of the meanings of the Lord Alliance. 

"Wen Ya, follow the Vengeance Compass's instructions and head towards Lord Father!" 

"Catch up with the other party as quickly as possible!" 

Zhou Zhou said in a low voice. 

[As you command!] 

[All Starry Nights are accelerating…] 

[Target: Lord Father.] 

[Distance: Approximately 276,250,000 km (Target is constantly moving away from your position).] 

[Time required: About five hours.] 

[My Lord, please wait patiently.] 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he saw his 11 Starry Nights accelerate towards the southeast. 

… 

More than an hour later. 

Zhou Zhou was sitting cross-legged in a cultivation room, cultivating the Violet Cloud Divine Technique. 

Strands of promotion energy were absorbed into his body as he breathed, making him one step closer to 

Diamond-Tier Advance Grade. 



Even though this bit of promotion energy was negligible compared to the promotion energy he needed 

to advance, 

However, a mosquito's leg was still meat, so Zhou Zhou treated it as passing time. 

At this moment, the Lords of the Star Alliance were in another spaceship, enthusiastically discussing the 

matter of facing Lord Father. 

They were not afraid. On the contrary, they were a little excited. 

This was because they had just learned from the Blazing Sun Army soldiers that they had already 

defeated Lord Father once on the Lord Battlefield under his leadership. 

The Lords were already confident in their current military strength. 

Now that they heard that their leader had actually defeated Lord Father a few days ago, the worry in 

their hearts was instantly thrown away, and they became even more confident. 

Zhou Zhou also stopped cultivating. He casually opened the virtual screen and saw the content of the 

Lords' conversation. 

Zhou Zhou smiled after reading it. 

The Lords might be a little too blindly confident, however, it was always a good thing to be confident in 

oneself before the war. 

He couldn't stand out and say that Lord Father might have a new trump card during this period of time 

to attack their morale. 

He stopped thinking about it and just told everyone not to be too careless. Then, he took out the 154 

Proof of Legion fragments he had obtained from the Monster Ranch today and combined them into a 

complete Proof of Legion. 

"Now, my monster ranch can produce a complete Proof of Legion every day." 

Zhou Zhou lamented. 

It seemed that he would not lack things like the Proof of Legion in the future. 

Perhaps he could treat it as a product that he could sell in the future and let the Mysterious Caravan 

operate it. Not only could it increase the Mysterious Caravan's stockpile of products, but it could also 

bring him a large number of Mist Cores or treasures. 

He looked at the Proof of Legion in his hand and thought for a moment before deciding to establish an 

army for the dragons under his command. 

He already had 65 dragons under his command, and they had yet to be integrated into the two legions. 

It was time for them to have their own army. 

With a thought, Zhou Zhou saw the Proof of Legion in his hand instantly disintegrate into countless light 

spots and condense a line of red words in front of him. 



[Please confirm the Name of your Kingdom-level army:] 

"Dragon God Army." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

Then, he began to fill in the information of the members of the monster army. 

Among them, the Legion Commander was naturally the Dragon Hero of the White Platinum Advance 

Grade—Nezario! 

After filling it in and confirming it, a text notification appeared. 

[You have created your Black Iron-Tier army!] 

[Lord—The army function has been officially activated!] 

[Black Iron-Tier Army Enhancement 'Braveness' has been activated!] 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Then, he informed Bai Yun, Wu Xin, Nezario, and the others. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the excited Nezario through the virtual screen and smiled. 

After a while. 

"Master." 

Nezario's voice sounded in Zhou Zhou's mind. 

"Why?" 

Zhou Zhou replied. 

"I can sense that there are other dragons in the place where we're flying." 

Nezario said. 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

Could it be another Dragon Lord? 

"Wen Ya." 

"Show the location of the nearby dragons." 

He said. 

[Yes, my Lord!] 

Wen Ya trailed off. 

The next second. 

A virtual screen appeared in front of Zhou Zhou. On it were dragons hundreds of meters tall. 



They were currently fighting a group of people of foreign race life forms. 

The dragons were powerful, but these people of foreign races were not weak either. Furthermore, their 

numbers far exceeded these dragons. Therefore, these dragons were in a precarious situation. 

Zhou Zhou took a look and raised his eyebrows. 

This was because he realized that there were 28 dragons in total, but most of them were not of the 

same species. 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

Dragons were not social creatures, and it was impossible for them to live with dragons with different 

bloodlines. 

"So …" 

"Is this a Lord who can summon different dragons?" 

Zhou Zhou's gaze swept across the two camps that were engaged in an intense battle. In the end, he 

discovered a human being protected by two White-Silver Tier Advance Grade Red Dragons at the rear of 

the Dragon Clan. 

This person had sharp eyebrows and bright eyes. He had a slender figure and looked rather handsome. 

Even though it was not comparable to Zhou Zhou's Celestial Appearance, it was not much different. 

"A human Lord who can control the Dragon Race." 

"Could it be…" 

Zhou Zhou already had some guesses about the identity of this Human Lord. 

He did not hesitate and informed everyone to prepare for battle. Then, he let Wen Ya get closer to the 

other party. 

… 

The Dragon God Lord—Webster looked at the notification in front of him with an ugly expression. 

[You are in the middle of a battle and cannot leave The Final Battlefield to return to the Elemental 

World.] 

"D*mn it!" 

There was anger in Webster's expression, but there was also deep helplessness and despair. 

He never expected that in a bid to raise his ranking on the battlefield on the last day of The Final 

Battlefield, he was targeted by this group of demon-soul petitioners from the Abyss as soon as he 

arrived. 

Even though these soul petitioners were not as strong as his dragons, there were more than 300,000 of 

them and they were good at weakening the enemy's demonic spells. 



His 28 dragons and more than 100,000 soldiers led by 56 Lords were suppressed by the other party at 

the beginning of the battle. 

Seeing that the situation was getting worse and worse and that all the human soldiers had been killed, 

leaving only the dragons still fighting, the conflicted expression on his face became even more intense. 

"Do I really have to give up…" 

Webster said unwillingly. 

At this moment. 

"ROAR!" 

A large number of dragon roars came from the sky. 

Webster was stunned. Then, he looked up and saw more than 60 dragons descending from the sky and 

pouncing on these soul petitioners. 

"Could it be a nearby Dragon Lord who saw my Dragon Subjects trapped and so he specially came to 

help?" Webster said in surprise. 

Even though the possibility of such a reason was extremely low, he could only think that way. 

It couldn't be a human Lord who came to support him, right? 

Webster had long known that he was the strongest Dragon Lord on Cerulean Planet! 

Among the other Lords on the Cerulean Planet, even if they had Lord Talents related to the dragons, 

they were far inferior to him. 

"This is the Light Spirit Dragon." 

"There's actually a Spectral Dragon?" 

"Is that a Lava Dragon? How is it much more powerful than an ordinary Lava Dragon?" 

"There's also the Extreme Dragon Race???" 

"Why does that dragon give me such a special feeling?" 

Just as he raised his head and widened his eyes to look at the strong and ferocious huge figures of these 

dragons, 

He suddenly noticed that in the sky above these dragons, a human was flying with the wind and looking 

at him with a smile. 

Dragon God Lord Webster: ??? 
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Webster looked at the sky full of dragons and the unfamiliar humans above the dragons with a trace of 

confusion in his eyes. 
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Why is there a human Lord who surpasses me in the domain of the dragons? 

Shouldn't I be the strongest Lord in the Dragon Race's domain on the Cerulean Planet? 

Could he not be a human Lord of the Cerulean Planet but from another world? 

Yes! That must be it! 

Webster immediately assured himself. 

How could there be a Dragon Lord stronger than him on Cerulean Planet? 

Otherwise, where would he place his title as the Dragon God Lord? 

However, in the next second. 

A voice suddenly appeared in his mind, shattering his thoughts. 

"This is the first time we've met." 

"Dragon God Lord!" 

Zhou Zhou said telepathically. 

It was in the human language of the Cerulean Planet. 

Then, he saw the Dragon God Lord's expression turn extremely ugly. 

"Who are you?" 

"Why haven't I heard of you?!" 

The Dragon God Lord gritted his teeth. 

His world channel was not with the humans of the Cerulean Planet because it was located in the 

Elemental World. 

However, during this period of time, he had already encountered many human Lords on the Cerulean 

Planet's Lord battlefield. 

After adding them as friends, he learned a lot about the situation in the High Continent. 

This also included the fact that he was the strongest Dragon Lord. 

That was why he felt that it was unbelievable for a human Lord to control so many dragons. 

This was inconsistent with the information he had. 

Could it be that the human lords of the Cerulean Planet on the high continent really had Lord Talents 

stronger than his? 

Looking at the 60-odd dragons wantonly slaughtering the spirit soul petitioners in the distance, although 

he was unwilling, he had to admit this in his heart. 

He was indeed not the strongest Dragon Lord! 



Zhou Zhou smiled. 

He touched the Void Mask on his face. 

This thing was really useful. Until now, he had yet to encounter an opponent who could recognize his 

identity. 

His gaze fell on the 300,000 spirit soul petitioners and he raised his eyebrows slightly. 

This was because he discovered that these spirit soul petitioners were quite strong. 

Among them, the weakest had the strength of a Green Bronze-Tier Advance Grade, and the strongest 

had the strength of a Yellow Gold-Tier Advance Grade! 

They were quite powerful, especially with their astonishing numbers. 

Even on the battlefield of the Lord of All Races, he was probably an Extraordinary-Tier or even Epic-Tier 

opponent. 

The Dragon God Lord's expression turned even uglier seeing that he was being ignored. 

However, when he saw the other party's gaze land on the dragons and soul petitioners fighting, he 

sneered and said, "Even though these dragons of yours are very strong and their numbers far exceed the 

dragons on my side." 

"But I'm afraid we can't defeat so many soul petitioners." 

"They are not those weak races." 

"These soul petitioners are one of the strongest races among the myriad races. Even if their bloodline 

levels can't compare to pure-blooded dragons, they are equivalent to White Platinum-Tier and 

Diamond-level bloodlines." 

"These 300,000-odd soul petitioners can even fight 1,000 pure-blooded dragons, not to mention that 

you and I only have less than 100 pure-blooded dragons." 

Zhou Zhou didn't mind at all in the face of the Dragon God Lord's half-mocking words. Instead, he 

nodded. 

"Indeed." 

"Even if they can't hurt my dragons, we can't waste too much time here." 

"My time today is precious." 

He muttered to himself. Then, with a thought, he sent an order to his soldiers through the army panel. 

At the same time, he called Nong Chenglin out. 

The next second. 

He saw 200,000 Yellow Gold-Tier soldiers, 100,000 White Platinum-Tier soldiers, and 50,000 Diamond-

Tier human soldiers suddenly fly out of a Starry Night not far from him! 



Then, under the control of Wu Xin, Bai Yun, and Luo Sheng, another 600,000 Iron, Bronze, and Silver 

soldiers formed three Greedy Wolf Avatars with Extraordinary-Tier limit strength. 

Right on the heels of that. 

Under the lead of the three Greedy Wolf Avatars, the nearly one million soldiers charged towards the 

300,000 soul petitioners like tigers and leopards. 

Coupled with the joint attack of 64 dragons, these 300,000 soul petitioners did not even have the 

strength to retaliate before they were crushed by Zhou Zhou's soldiers. 

At the same time… 

Nong Chenglin came to him with a team of soldiers. 

"Alliance Master, I'm here!" 

Nong Chenglin immediately said. 

He was amazed by his Master's determination. At the same time, he could not help but look at the scene 

of the million-strong army fighting on the ground with a hint of shock in his eyes. 

A million-strong war! 

This was a real battle! 

Compared to a war of this level, the Lords he had seen bragging about the battles he had experienced 

on the World Channel were like children playing house. 

"Don't waste time." 

"Use your Incite Defection to incite these abyss demons." 

"If we're any later, these guys might be killed by my soldiers." 

Zhou Zhou said calmly. 

Nong Chenglin was delighted. 

The Alliance Master specially asked me to come here for such a good thing? 

No wonder he had reminded him to bring his soldiers over. 

He looked at the soul petitioners. 

Even though these guys looked quite unholy, they did not seem to be inferior to the Kingdom-level army 

like the Violent Storm Spirit. 

He immediately ignored the fire in his heart and immediately got the soldiers he brought to fight these 

soul petitioners. Then, the moment they fought, he immediately initiated Incite Defection. 

Then, a look of joy appeared on his face. 

"Lord Alliance Master, I've incited more than 24,900 soul petitioners!" 



He immediately said to Zhou Zhou excitedly. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

Actually, he could also instigate Incite Defection. 

However, he wanted to use his Incite Defection on some special existences today. 

For example, the Original Spirit Race, the Chaos Gods Race, or the Shepherds God Race… 

Therefore, he would give this opportunity to Nong Chenglin or Ling'er. 

At the same time… 

When Webster saw that nearly a million soldiers and dragons had instantly defeated more than 300,000 

soul petitioners, he was instantly stunned. 

He was thinking about the gap between him and the other party. 

But… 

Why was the difference so huge? 

What he found most unbelievable was… 

Not only were there ridiculously many soldiers, their average strength was ridiculously strong. 

At this stage, Yellow Gold-Tier soldiers were already the top combat power of the Lords of Cerulean 

Planet and even the Lords of all races! 

However, there were as many as 200,000 Yellow Gold-Tier soldiers among the human Lords on Cerulean 

Planet! 

There were tens of thousands of White Platinum-Tier soldiers and even Diamond-rank soldiers! 

When Webster saw these soldiers, he fell into deep suspicion. 

Was he really in the same Lord of All Races battle as the other party? 

Could this guy have transmigrated back from the future with the soldiers? 

Otherwise, how could there be so many high-level soldiers! 
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An idea suddenly appeared in his mind. 

"You are… the Lord of The Blazing Sun?" 

Webster looked at Zhou Zhou, who was watching the battlefield in the sky, and said bitterly. 

Among the human Lords on Cerulean Planet, the only one who was known for having a large number of 

powerful human troops was the number one human Lord on Cerulean Planet—Lord of The Blazing Sun. 
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"That's me." 

After hearing the Dragon God Lord's words, Zhou Zhou's gaze landed on him and he said with a smile. 

After that, neither of them spoke. 

Zhou Zhou was paying attention to the battlefield. 

Webster's mind was in a mess. 

Ever since he obtained the Legendary-Tier Lord Talent—Giant Dragon Mystic Realm, he had always 

thought highly of himself. Even after witnessing the power of the Lords of all races, he thought that he 

was only temporarily behind. In the future, he would definitely be able to surpass them with this Lord 

Talent and even fight for the position of the Lord of All Races! 

But he was at a loss now. 

Not only was he inferior to the Lord of The Blazing Sun in terms of human soldiers, but there was also a 

huge gap between their dragons. 

This gap… 

Could he really breach it in the future? 

As he thought about it, he could not help but fall silent. 

A moment later, of the 310,000 soul petitioners, only Nong Chenglin's Incite Defection subordinates 

survived. The other soul petitioners were crushed and killed by Zhou Zhou's soldiers. 

The battlefield fell silent. 

Zhou Zhou's gaze also landed on the Dragon God Lord. 

"Dragon God Lord." 

"Now I'm giving you two choices." 

"One: Give up your status as a Lord and become my Subject." 

"Not only will I not mistreat you, but I will also hand these dragons to you to manage and command so 

that you won't be much worse than when you were a Lord." 

"You'll find that the treatment might even be better than you think." 

"Second: Try to escape from me. If you succeed, you will naturally survive. If you fail, you will definitely 

die." 

"Your choice." 

Zhou Zhou looked at him and went straight to the point. 

The Dragon God Lord—Webster—didn't speak for a while. 

A moment later. 



A look of determination flashed across his eyes. 

"You just overtook me for a moment." 

"We'll meet again." 

Webster looked at Zhou Zhou and said, as if he wanted to remember his face. 

As soon as he finished speaking, 

His body was wrapped in blood-red flames. Then, his body was burned to ashes and disappeared. 

"As expected, he has a trump card." 

Zhou Zhou watched this scene calmly. 

He had seen the Dragon God Lord's expression turn ugly when he faced him just now, but he did not 

look like he was in a desperate situation. He knew that the Dragon God Lord had a life-saving trump 

card. 

Now that he looked at it, it was indeed so. 

Zhou Zhou was not disappointed even though he had lost the chance to obtain the Legendary-Tier Lord 

Talent from the other party. 

He was already mentally prepared for this. 

It was normal for such a top-notch Lord to have a trump card to protect him. 

Zhou Zhou could not force it. It was not like he could get whatever he wanted. 

He was not the son of destiny after all. 

"Still." 

"Are you just going to leave your subordinates here?" 

Zhou Zhou's gaze landed on the 28 dragons on the battlefield below. 

Faced with the departure of their Lord, the 28 dragons were at a loss at first. Then, after they knew the 

truth, they immediately roared angrily. 

As arrogant as they were, at this moment, they felt that they had been betrayed! 

How could they, who were born noble, accept such a fact! 

Zhou Zhou did not need to think very far to know that these dragons' loyalty to the Dragon God Lord 

had probably fallen below 60 points. 

Zhou Zhou stared at the dragons. 

"Surrender, or die!" 

Zhou Zhou said in a deep voice. 



His voice spread into the ears of every dragon. 

"Roar!!!" 

"Ow!" 

"ROAR!" 

… 

Even though the 28 dragons were already injured in the process of dealing with the soul petitioners and 

knew that Zhou Zhou's strength far exceeded theirs, they still chose to reject him without hesitation and 

prepared to fight to the death. 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

The Dragon race's personality was really loveable and hateful. 

With a thought… 

He communicated with the Light Sacred Dragon, Ingesol, among the dragons under his command. He 

was stunned for a moment before nodding excitedly. Then, he flew into the sky and came to Zhou 

Zhou's side, looking down at the dragons. 

It looked at these dragons and its pale golden dragon eyes suddenly became solemn. At the same time, 

its dragon body emitted a pale golden light. 

BOOM! 

A majestic sacred dragon might surged out of its body. In an instant, it swept through a radius of more 

than ten kilometers and enveloped the dragons. 

Under the suppression of the Divine Dragon's Might, these dragons, which had initially wanted to fight 

and kill, were instantly suppressed by the terrifying Legendary dragon bloodline. They were suppressed 

to lie on the ground and could only raise their heads to look at the Light Sacred Dragon in the sky. 

Their eyes were filled with fear and excitement. 

The notification from their bloodline instantly told them the identity of this dragon! 

The Legendary Dragon—Light Sacred Dragon! 

An existence that would surpass the Dragon God when it reaches adulthood! 

The foundation and future of the Dragon Clan! 

"Submit to the Lord!" 

Ingesol only said these two words in dragon language. 

In the next moment, the 28 dragons below hesitated for a few seconds before lowering their proud 

dragon heads to express their submission to Zhou Zhou. 

Zhou Zhou watched this scene calmly. 



The next second. 

A Divine Dragon Might similarly astonishing and even more powerful than Ingesol's erupted from Zhou 

Zhou's body and pressed down on these dragons. 

When the 28 dragons sensed the even more oppressive Holy Dragon Might, they were both shocked and 

respectful. 

It turned out that this Lord also had the bloodline of a legendary dragon! 

They no longer had any ill feelings about submitting to Zhou Zhou. 

When Zhou Zhou saw this scene, he opened the information panels of the dragons one by one. 

The more he read, the more surprised he became. 

The Dragon Races recruited by the Dragon God Lord were really complicated and varied. 

There were 21 Pentashade Dragons (Red Dragons, Blue Dragons, Black Dragons, White Dragons, and 

Green Dragons)! 

There were also five Earth Dragons, two Green Bronze Dragons, an Elf Dragon, and an Emerald Dragon! 

Among the dragons, the Pentashade Dragons were the weakest pure-blooded dragons. 

The Earth Dragon and the Terror Winged Dragon were slightly stronger, but they were also weaker than 

dragons like the Lava Dragon and the Spectral Dragon. 

As for the Elf Dragons and Green Bronze Dragons, they were pure-blooded dragons comparable to the 

Lava Dragons and Spectral Dragons. 

There were no stronger pure-blooded dragons like the Extreme Dragon Race. 

However, even so, Zhou Zhou was quite satisfied. 

He did not expect this either. 

His trip to The Final Battlefield had actually reaped the most benefits from pure-blooded dragons! 

Then, he didn't waste his breath. After taking them into the Blazing Sun Territory, he pulled them into 

the Dragon God Army and became a member of it. 

Now, the total number of dragons under his command had increased again, reaching 93! 

In the time that followed… 

The soldiers began to clean up the battlefield. 

In order to save time, they brought the corpses on the ground into another free Starry Night and 

prepared to extract the Loots from this Starry Night. 

It was worth mentioning that among these corpses were not only the corpses of the soul petitioners, but 

also the corpses of the 56 human lords that the Dragon God Lord had brought into the Final Battlefield, 

as well as the corpses of more than 100,000 human soldiers under their command. 



When Zhou Zhou and the other Lords saw the human corpses, their hatred for the Dragon God Lord 

increased significantly. 

How could they not think of that? 

That Dragon God Lord must have used these human lords and their soldiers as cannon fodder. 

Otherwise, if he had used the dragons as the main force at the front of the battlefield, these human 

Lords and human soldiers would not have all died here. 

After figuring this out, 

Paper Immortal Lord, Gold Merchant Lord, and the other Human Lords immediately felt that joining the 

Star Alliance was the right choice. 

Zhou Zhou did not pry into the thoughts of the Paper Immortal Lord and the others. 

After cleaning up the battlefield, Zhou Zhou did not waste any more time. He led the soldiers to board 

Starry Night and continued flying in the direction of Lord Father. 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 465: The Shocked Lord Father! 

After subduing the Dragon God Lord's 28 dragons, Zhou Zhou and the others flew for more than three 

hours before they suddenly saw a flying fleet ahead. 

This flying fleet was blue in color and triangular in shape. There were a total of 20 of them. 

At this moment, they were flying in the direction away from the Violent Storm. 

"I finally found you." 

Zhou Zhou looked at the 20 fleets and heaved a sigh of relief. A smile appeared on his face. 

This was the first time he had spent so much time on the Final Battlefield to find a Lord of All Races. 

He hoped that the gains he obtained from this Lord Father would not disappoint him. 

"Prepare for battle!" 

Zhou Zhou gave an order to all the soldiers through the army interface. 

Then, he immediately ordered Wen Ya to get the 11 Starry Nights to fly over quickly and surround them. 

"Yes, my Lord!" 

After Wen Ya received the order, she immediately controlled the 11 Starry Nights to fly over quickly. 

The speed of these 20 blue triangular spaceships was obviously slower than the Starry Night. They were 

quickly surrounded by the 11 Starry Nights and then hovered in the air motionlessly. 

At the same time… 

Within one of the 20 dark blue ships. 
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A silver spherical robot was looking at Starry Night with a solemn and puzzled gaze. 

It was the core of Lord Father's body! 

"Starry Night…" 

"Isn't this a spaceship that only races with a certain friendship with the Machina race can obtain?" 

"What do they mean now? They don't care about their friendship with the Machina race and want to 

attack me?" 

Lord Father thought for a moment and sent a message to this unknown force. 

… 

In the Starry Night. 

"My Lord." 

"The other party sent a message asking if we should disregard our friendship with the Machina race and 

start a war with them." 

Wen Ya reported. 

Zhou Zhou shook his head. 

In a dangerous place like The Final Battlefield, what was there to think about friendship with the 

Machina race? 

The other party shouldn't be naive to have such thoughts. They just wanted to avoid fighting with 

unknown forces. 

Still… 

Zhou Zhou did not care about such things. 

Not to mention that he had already used up a chance to find an enemy with the Soul of Vengeance. 

In order to obtain the knowledge of spaceship manufacturing, he had to take down the other party. 

Moreover… 

Lord Father was indeed the strongest Lord of the Machina race. 

However, it might not represent the will of the entire Machina race! 

Having a conflict with it might not destroy his friendship with the Machina race. 

Zhou Zhou did not waste any more time and directly gave an order to all the soldiers through the army 

interface. 

At the same time… 

Lord Father was still waiting for news of this unknown enemy in his spaceship. 



At the same time, it also made its mechanical army ready to fight at any time. 

The Ultimate Algorithm gave it immense computational power. 

Therefore, even though it did not know the other party's attitude, it had calculated that there was an 

80% chance that the other party would attack them, and only a 20% chance that they would not attack. 

"Let's hope they don't really fight." 

Lord Father thought. 

Today was the last day of the Final Battlefield. 

Even though it thought that it was a top Lord of All Races, it knew that those who could survive until 

now were definitely Lords of the myriad races who were powerful or had strong survival skills. 

In its memories of the Myriad Races Lord Battlefield, there were many Lords whose combat strength 

was not inferior to his. 

For example, the True Lord, the Great One Lord, the Lord of The Blazing Sun, the Extreme Venerable 

Lord, the Soul Lord Lord, the Myriad Puppet Lord, the Insect God Lord… 

The reason why it could rank so high on the Final Battlefield was largely because the Machina race could 

survive and move around in the Final Battlefield at night, ignoring the Scarlet Fog. 

This allowed it to obtain a large number of ranking points. 

That was why he was ranked fifth in The Final Battlefield. 

If this advantage was abandoned, it would not be much stronger than other top-notch Lords. 

Just as it was thinking, the 11 Starry Nights vibrated slightly. 

Then, a total of 92 dragons flew out of Starry Night. 

Right on the heels of that, 

120,000 Diamond-Tier soldiers and 2,200 Extraordinary-Tier soldiers also flew out of the Starry Night 

and stared coldly at the 20 people of foreign race spaceships. 

After a life form's strength reached the Diamond-Tier, even if they did not know any flying Skills, just 

relying on the energy in their bodies to support themselves was enough for them to master the ability to 

fly. 

In addition, some of these soldiers had also mastered the flying-type Skills exchanged from the military 

merit system and the 60,000 flying equipment—Fear Falcon Wings—that they had obtained this 

morning. That was why they could complete this aerial siege operation. 

This was not the end. 

Then, three Greedy Wolf Avatars created by Bai Yun, Wu Xin, and Luo Sheng's 600,000 soldiers flew out 

of the spaceship and surrounded Lord Father's 20 spaceships from three directions. 



Right on the heels of that, Soul Arrow—Wu Tu led the 50,000-strong Heavenly Army that was riding the 

Mechanostrider out of the spaceship. 

Then, the Night Rakshasa Sword God—Xu An—alone flew out of the spaceship. 

He held the Blood Shadow Sword and looked coldly at Lord Father in the spaceship. It was as if he could 

see Lord Father's main body through the spaceship. 

In the end, the Lord members of the Star Alliance also excitedly sent out the monster soldiers who could 

fly to surround the 20 spaceships. 

In the blink of an eye. 

Before Lord Father could react, he realized that his spaceships were surrounded by more than a million 

life forms. 

And what was most unbelievable was… 

The strength of these life forms was ridiculously strong. 

It looked for a long time but did not see any soldiers below the Yellow Gold-Tier. 

The lowest was a Yellow Gold-Tier soldier, and the highest was an Extraordinary-Tier soldier. 

Moreover, he saw several terrifying existences emitting the pressure of heroes! 

Lord Father was stunned when he saw this scene. 

'What happened?' 

Why did the local forces of the High Continent also barge into The Final Battlefield? 

Wasn't this bullying? 

"Surrender!" 

"Or die!" 

At this moment. 

Zhou Zhou's voice appeared in Lord Father's mind through Mental Communication. 

Even though Lord Father had the Mythical-Tier—Only Lord Talent—Ultimate Algorithm, however, as a 

top-notch Lord Talent, even Zhou Zhou's special ability would not be able to increase its quality any 

further. Therefore, Zhou Zhou did not think of destroying it. 

Once the other party started fighting like a trapped beast, it would definitely cause him some losses 

after all. 

If he could subdue the other party, he would also have the other party's Mythical-Tier Unique Lord 

Talent. 

"You're the Lord of The Blazing Sun?!" 

Lord Father was shocked when it heard the familiar voice. 



It had fought with the Lord of The Blazing Sun on the battlefield of the Lords of all races, so it naturally 

knew the Lord of The Blazing Sun's voice. 

However, it never expected that the Lord of The Blazing Sun's strength had actually expanded to this 

extent in this short period of time!? 

Even if the True Lord and the Great One Lord came, they probably wouldn't be able to have much of an 

upper hand on this guy, right? 

Global Lord: 100% Drop Rate 

Chapter 466: Incite Defection Machina Race! Xu An! 

It didn't have time to think about how the Lord of The Blazing Sun's strength could increase to such an 

extent. 

There were even fog monsters among the million-odd life forms surrounding it. 

Lord Father had a serious mentality and didn't feel relaxed at all. 

Human bloodlines were generally ordinary. 

However, when the difference in strength and realm reached a certain level, 

An Extraordinary-Tier human could still casually kill a White Platinum-Tier pure-blooded dragon! 

Furthermore, the Machina race soldiers could not compare to the dragons at all. 

It would probably die here if it didn't think of a way now. 

Thinking of this, it sent another message to the Lord of The Blazing Sun, trying to find a chance of 

survival. 

However, the Lord of The Blazing Sun did not reply at all. 

The meaning was clear. 

Surrender or fight! 

There were only these two choices! 

If the Lord Father's main body could show its expression, its expression would definitely be very ugly. 

"Judging from the Lord of The Blazing Sun's words, if I don't surrender, the only thing waiting for me is 

probably death." 

"Looks like I can only fight head-on or find an opportunity to escape." 

Lord Father thought resolutely. 

Surrendering was impossible. 

As the number one Lord and intelligent lifeform of the Machina race, it had its own pride. 

Then, it began to look for an opportunity to escape. 
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Soon, it discovered that there was a weak point in the southeast in the encirclement of more than a 

million soldiers. 

That was the location of the Heavenly Army led by Wu Tu. 

However, even though they were relatively weak, the weakest of the Heavenly Army that was flying on 

the Mechanostrider was at least Yellow Gold-Tier. 

Lord Father also knew this. 

However, it had no choice. That was its only chance of survival. It had to rush over. 

Then, it immediately gave an order to its soldiers. 

In the next moment, 400,000 Machina race soldiers suddenly flew out of the 20 dark blue spaceships! 

The 400,000 Machina race troops had different forms and the weakest amongst them were Green 

Bronze-Tier Machina race soldiers! 

There were more than 200,000 of them! 

The strongest were the White Platinum-Tier Machina race soldiers. There were only 5,000 of them! 

These were all created by Lord Father using his Lord Talent Ultimate Algorithm. 

Right on the heels of that, 

The 400,000-strong army immediately changed directions and flew with the 20 dark blue spaceships 

towards the Heavenly Army where Wu Tu was. 

In everyone's eyes, the Machina race army came aggressively, looking like they would not stop until they 

achieved their goal. 

However, when Zhou Zhou saw this scene, his expression was very calm. 

Wu Tu, who saw this scene from the front, was the same. 

"The encirclement will definitely fail!" 

"Deputy Commander Wu Xin is right." 

"These guys are really coming towards me." 

Wu Tu lamented. 

Then, he planned to lead the Heavenly Army to stop them. 

Every member of his Heavenly Army was now a soldier after the Violent Storm Spirit's class 

advancement. 

They were powerful, and they were all long-range spellcasters! 

It was naturally possible to stop them for a while. 

"Let them through." 



"Just let Ling'er's monster hinder them for a while." 

At this moment. 

Zhou Zhou's voice sounded in Wu Tu's ears. 

Wu Tu was stunned. Then, he immediately reacted and hurriedly ordered the soldiers to disperse to the 

sides to make way for Lord Father's spaceship and the Machina race. 

Lord Father, which was in the middle of the spaceship, wasn't surprised to see this. 

This was because among the 400,000 Machina race soldiers it had just sent out, there were nearly 

50,000 White Silver-Tier self-destructing mechanical beetles. 

While they were only White Silver-Tier mechanical creations, as a Machina race that was specially used 

to self-destruct, once they self-destructed, 

Not to mention the White Silver-Tier. 

Even Yellow Gold-Tier life forms had a certain chance of being killed by the explosion! 

Even White Platinum-Tier life forms could be injured by the explosion! 

The Lords all had the ability to investigate basic information. 

As long as the Lord of The Blazing Sun felt sorry for his soldiers, he would not choose to perish together 

with his Suicide Bombeetles. 

"Perhaps I can escape and also save these Suicide Bombeetles at the same time." 

Lord Father thought. 

The purpose of creating these Suicide Bombeetles was originally to use them as trump cards to deal with 

the True Lords and Great One Lords that it might encounter. 

It was naturally best if it could save it. 

However, at this moment, a Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade monster suddenly flew over and 

blocked their way. 

When Lord Father saw this fog monster, he was a little surprised. He was even more puzzled as to why 

the other party had sent this fog monster to block the way. 

It tentatively asked a team of Yellow Gold-Tier Machina race members to go over and destroy this fog 

monster. 

The result was as expected. 

This low-grade Yellow Gold-Tier fog monster only resisted for a moment before being destroyed by this 

group of Machina race soldiers. 

When Lord Father saw this scene, it was even more puzzled. It even had an ominous feeling. 

However, there was no time to deduce anything now. It could only let the soldiers escape first. 



At the same time… 

In the sky. 

At this moment, beside Zhou Zhou, Ling'er was sitting in the cockpit of a Mechanostrider, watching the 

fog monsters die among the Machina race soldiers. 

"Induce Incite Defection." 

Zhou Zhou said. 

Ling'er nodded in anticipation. 

Then, she immediately raised her right hand and used Incite Defection. 

An invisible wave with her right hand as the center quickly spread towards the spaceship troops where 

Lord Father was. 

In the blink of an eye. 

A total of 400,000 Machina race soldiers were enveloped by this invisible fluctuation. 

In the next moment. 

The silver light in the eyes of the 32,000 Machina race beings flickered slightly before returning to 

normal, as if nothing had happened. 

Other Lords might not have noticed it but Lord Father was different! 

It had the Mythical-Tier Ultimate Algorithm of the Lord Talent and controlled the computational power 

of all the Machina race Subjects under its command. 

Therefore, when Ling'er's Incite Defection was successfully activated, it almost immediately sensed that 

the computational power of 32,000 Machina race Subjects was missing! 

"What happened?!" 

When Lord Father realized this, its expression changed drastically. 

Could it be that its 32,000 Machina race soldiers were instantly killed? 

When it thought of this, it immediately pulled up a virtual screen. In the end, it saw that its 32,000 

Machina race soldiers were still "honestly" staying in the 400,000-strong army without any abnormality. 

"The computational power has indeed disappeared." 

"I can't control them either." 

"What the hell is going on?" 

"Could it be that a life form among the subordinates of the Lord of The Blazing Sun is proficient in 

blocking technology and blocked the connection between me and my subordinates?" 

Lord Father's heart was heavy, but a virtual screen suddenly appeared before it could think for too long. 



Lord Father was stunned. Then, he looked over. 

A young man in a black and red martial arts suit was standing there. 

He held a blood-colored sword in his hand, and his entire body emitted an oppressive and terrifying 

pressure. 

The moment he saw this human, 

As an intelligent life form, the uneasiness in Lord Father's heart suddenly rose to the peak. 

"Kill it with all your might!" 

Lord Father did not hesitate to order the Machina race army. It even sent out all the self-destructing 

insects that it could not bear to use previously. 

The next second, the 400,000-strong army immediately charged towards Xu An. 

Then, when they were halfway there… 

32,000 Machina race soldiers suddenly betrayed them. 

Under Ling'er's secret orders, they suddenly attacked the Machina race soldiers collectively. 

At that time… 

The 400,000 Machina race soldiers were divided into two parts. 

Some of them were fighting among themselves. 

The other group still followed Lord Father's orders and charged at Xu An. 
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Chapter 467: The Terrifying True Body Of The Night Rakshasa! The Death Of Lord Father! 

Seeing the 200,000-strong Machina race army charging at him, 

However, Xu An appeared very calm. 

As an assassin, he had to remain calm and focused no matter the place and situation! 

Luo Yi's voice seemed to ring in his ears, but also in his life. 

He stood on the spot and was silent for a second. Then, he slowly walked towards the 200,000-strong 

Machina race army. 

While walking, his body began to grow rapidly until it was more than 10,000 meters tall. 

Then, a hideous red horn that was more than a thousand meters long grew out of his head. 

At the same time, his originally fair face gradually turned as red as volcanic lava. 

Then, two ferocious fangs that were more than 500 meters long stretched out from the corners of his 

mouth. 
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In the end, two more faces grew on both sides of his face. 

One was grinning evilly while the other was furious. 

Then, two pairs of crimson arms grew out from under his armpits. 

In the end, endless blood energy condensed in his other five hands, forming five more than 5,000 

meters long Blood Shadow Swords that were held by these five hands. 

Hero Skill—Night Rakshasa True Body! 

ROAR! 

Xu An transformed into the Night Rakshasa's true form and countless anger and killing intent appeared 

out of thin air in his heart. 

It roared angrily at the sky, but it did not vent much. In the end, its gaze landed on the 200,000 Machina 

race soldiers rushing towards it. 

He laughed sinisterly. Then, his six arms waved six Blood Shadow Swords that were more than 5,000 

meters long and rushed towards the 400,000-strong army. 

The moment the two collided. 

He swung his sword! 

Crimson flames adhered to the blade. 

There seemed to be a flash of blood in the air. 

Thousands of Machina race soldiers were shattered into pieces before being burned by the flames. 

Nearly 10,000 Machina race soldiers were affected by the aftershock and fell heavily to the ground. 

Then, they were killed by the other Blazing Sun Territory soldiers who rushed over to finish them off. 

Right on the heels of that, Xu An, who had transformed into the Night Rakshasa Sword God, waved the 

Blood Shadow Sword crazily with his six arms. 

In an instant, Countless blood-red lights flashed. 

The mechanical army of more than 200,000 soldiers was destroyed by Xu An in less than a moment. 

The self-destructing insects were shattered before they even landed on Xu An. Even if some of the self-

destructing insects were lucky enough to rush onto Xu An and explode, they could not even leave a 

white mark on his body. 

Then, his blood-red gaze landed on the 20 dark blue spaceships. 

He smiled sinisterly and charged towards the 20 spaceships. 

… 

High up in the sky. 



Zhou Zhou was stunned when he saw Xu An transform into the Night Rakshasa Sword God and kill more 

than 200,000 Machina race soldiers like chopping vegetables. 

He had thought that the possessor of an Epic-Tier Hero's Destiny would be very strong! 

However, he did not expect it to be so strong! 

In front of such an expert, it was probably meaningless no matter how many low-level creatures there 

were. 

Just like the Machina race army in front of him. 

However, when he saw Xu An rushing towards the 20 spaceships, he was shocked. Then, he immediately 

communicated with him through Mental Communication. 

… 

Before he transformed into the Night Rakshasa, he had already sensed the location of Lord Father. 

Hence, at this moment, he didn't care about the other spaceships. He directly rushed to the spaceship 

where Lord Father was and slashed down with his sword, intending to shatter Lord Father and his 

spaceship. 

But at this moment. 

He seemed to have suddenly received a message and was stunned. 

However, he quickly came back to his senses. 

His gaze landed on Lord Father again, and he slashed down without hesitation. 

However, unlike before, this sword looked a little illusory and emitted a soul fluctuation. 

Hero Skill — Seven Swords Killing Move, Soul Slaying! 

When the giant sword came into contact with the spaceship, it was as if it didn't touch anything. It 

directly cut in and attacked Lord Father's main body. 

When Lord Father saw this sword, he immediately felt a fatal danger. He did not hesitate to use all his 

trump cards to protect himself. 

Ka! Ka! Ka! Ka! Ka! Ka! Ka! 

A total of seven transparent shields appeared and enveloped its main body. 

The next second. 

The huge sword descended. 

He cut through the first six layers of transparent barrier without any pause. 

However, it was as if these six layers of transparent barriers did not feel anything. They did not have the 

slightest protective effect. 

When the huge sword landed on the seventh layer of the barrier, 



the transparent barrier shattered with a bang. 

Lord Father watched helplessly as the transparent sword descended from the sky and cut through its 

body. Iit felt its life slipping away. 

"So this is what death feels like?" 

Lord Father felt the despair, fear, nostalgia, and unwillingness that surged in its heart. 

At this moment, it suddenly felt a little happy. 

In the eyes of the Machina race, these emotions that had nothing to do with calculation in the eyes of 

the life forms were the most beautiful calculations, changes, and reactions in the eyes of the Machina 

race. 

It was also the life formula that they yearned for the most. 

Perhaps the world was just so magical and magnificent. 

The life forms yearned to be like the robots, able to calculate and control everything rationally and 

accurately. 

The Machina race, on the other hand, wanted to be like the most ordinary humans and have the most 

uncalculated and irrational emotions. 

With the ultimate computing power, it vaguely touched the peak of the mysteries of life at this moment. 

It had a feeling. 

If it was given some more time to completely grasp this top-notch knowledge of the mysteries of life, it 

would become the true supreme god of the Machina race! 

At that time, it could even get rid of the intrinsic characteristics of the Machina race—calculation! 

However, in the next second. 

Its eyes quietly dimmed and finally lost all light. 

The Lord Father. 

Dead! 

… 

High up in the sky. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the kill notification that appeared in front of him. 

[Your subordinate, Night Rakshasa Sword God—Xu An, killed the Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade 

Machina race Lord—Lord Father (Lord of all races). Promotion energy +1 million! Loots condensed!] 

[Blessing of the War God: Your subordinate Night Rakshasa Sword God—Xu An received an additional 20 

million promotion energy points!] 



[Congratulations, Lord of The Blazing Sun, for successfully killing the Machina race's Lord—Lord Father 

(Lord of All Races). The Lord's rank is Mythical-Tier Advance Grade (120). You have obtained 11.2 billion 

(+1,215,221,300) points for The Final Battlefield's basic ranking.] 

"It's easier than I thought." 

Zhou Zhou lamented. 

He thought that he would encounter some difficulties. 

He did not expect Xu An to directly go into mowing mode the moment he went all out. 

He shook his head and stopped thinking about it. Then, he opened the rankings of The Final Battlefield. 

[Cerulean Planet Human Race—Lord of The Blazing Sun—Level: 37,176,472,500—The Final Battlefield 

Ranking: 1st!] 

[Original Spirit Race—True Lord—Level: 27,554,153,650—The Final Battlefield Ranking: 2nd!] 

[Chaos Gods Race—Great One Lord—Level: 22,555,422,300—The Final Battlefield Ranking: 3rd!] 

[Shepherds God Race - Heaven Chasing Lord - Rank: 19,912,385,400 - The Final Battlefield Ranking: 4th!] 

… 

Zhou Zhou nodded in satisfaction. 
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Chapter 468: Lord Father's Loot! 

Zhou Zhou looked at the rankings of The Final Battlefield. 

It could be seen that the ranking points of the True Lords, Great One Lords, and the other top Lord of All 

Races had also increased significantly alongside his. 

Zhou Zhou did not find it strange. 

They might not have an item like the Compass of the Soul of Vengeance but it was the third day of the 

Final Battlefield. 

Those who could survive until now and still dare to continue exploring the Final Battlefield were mostly 

powerful! 

For these Lords to be able to survive until now, they definitely had a large number of ranking points in 

The Final Battlefield. 

Even if top-notch Lords like the True Lord and the Great One Lord couldn't encounter the Extreme 

Venerable Lord or Lord Father, they could still obtain a large number of ranking points as long as they 

defeated ordinary powerful Lords and increased their ranking. 

However, their method of relying on luck naturally could not compare to Zhou Zhou's precise method of 

finding the enemy. 

Hence, Zhou Zhou was now in first place. 
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Then, he closed The Final Battlefield and looked at the battlefield in front of him again. 

After Xu An killed Lord Father, there were not many of the Machina race left on the battlefield. 

The remaining soldiers also began to exterminate the remaining Machina race soldiers. 

At the same time… 

Lord Father's mechanical body was also sent to Zhou Zhou. 

… 

In the Starry Night. 

Zhou Zhou looked at Lord Father's "corpse". 

[Item Name: Lord Father's Mechanical Body (Lord of all races)] 

[Item Level: Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Item Effect: Contains unextracted loots.] 

[Item Description: A Lord of all races from the Machina race. Its goal was to become a Lord of All Races. 

It is the most advanced among the Lords of the Machina race and was regarded by many Lords of the 

Machina race as one of their future hopes.] 

[Loots Drop Rate: 80 Diamond-Tier Mist Core (Drop Rate: 100%), one Low-Level God-Tier Advance Grade 

Enhanceable Heroic Technique "Super Calculation" (Drop Rate: 10%), one Low-Level God-Tier Advance 

Grade Enhanceable Heroic Technique "True Simulation" (Drop Rate: 10%), one White Silver-Tier 

Elementary Grade Mechanical Technology Blueprint "Dark Blue Rogue" (Drop Rate: 8%), one Yellow 

Gold-Tier Advance Grade Mechanical Technology Blueprint "Striker Mask" (Drop Rate: 5%),one White 

Platinum-Tier Mechanical Technology Blueprint "Life Protection Light Barrier" (Drop Rate: 4%), one 

Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade Mechanical Technology Blueprint "Apocalypse Satellite III" (Drop Rate: 

3%) (Incomplete Research), one Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade Mechanical Technology Blueprint 

"Grand Unified Core Energy" (Drop Rate: 1%), one Low-Level God-Tier Advance Grade Hero Inheritance 

Secret Manual (Drop Rate: 0.00001%), one Mythical-Tier Unique Lord Talent Sphere (Drop Rate: 0%), 

Five Mythical-Tier Unique Lord Talent Crystal Fragments] 

Zhou Zhou only glanced at the Loots once before his gaze immediately landed on the second last item. 

Joy appeared on his face. 

A Mythical-Tier, Unique Lord Talent! 

It wasn't easy! 

Finally, another Mythical-Tier Unique Lord Talent has dropped! 

Other than the time when he was lucky and obtained a Mythical-Tier, the only Lord Talent from the 

Demon Horn Crocodile Race's Lord Roussel, this was the first time Zhou Zhou had personally obtained 

the only Mythical-Tier Lord Talent from the top Lord of All Races. 

He did not know what the effect of this Lord Talent was. 



He impatiently placed his hand on the dead silent ball. 

[Lord Talent Notification: Your loots have been enhanced by the 'King of Loots—Perfect Loots'. Grade 

+1!] 

[Title Hint: Your loots have been affected by the title of 'Strongest Lord'. The number of Loots has 

increased by 20%!] 

[Lord Talent Notification: You've obtained Perfect Loots - 96 Mist Cores (Extraordinary-Tier), one Hero 

Skill Book "Super Calculation" (Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade, Enhanceable), one Hero Skill Book 

"True Simulation" (Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade, Enhanceable), one Mechanical Technology 

Blueprint "Invisible Ghost", (Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade), One Mechanical Technology Blueprint 

"Shield of Light" White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade, One Mechanical Technology Blueprint "Soul 

Residence" (Diamond-Tier Advance Grade), one Mechanical Technology Blueprint "Apocalypse Satellite 

IV" (Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade) (Incomplete Research), one Mechanical Technology Blueprint 

"Grand Unified Core Energy Grand Unified Core Energy" (Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade), one 

Hero Inheritance Secret Manual (Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade), one Lord Talent Sphere (Mythical-

Tier- Unique), five Lord Talent Crystal Fragments (Mythical-Tier - Unique)!] 

Whoosh. 

Lord Father's mechanical body instantly turned into a large number of spoils of war. 

However, unlike before, the majority of the loots were thick Mechanical Technology Blueprints. 

The Mechanical Technology Blueprint alone formed a small mountain. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Mechanical Technology Blueprints with burning eyes. Then, he could not wait 

to inspect the Loots one by one. 

There was naturally no need to mention the Mist Cores. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the hero skills. 

[Hero Skill: Super Calculation] 

[Level: Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade - Enhanceable] 

[Skill Effect: It can save 5 to 90% of the computation time when intelligent life forms are calculating!] 

[Prompt: Only intelligent life-type heroes of the Machina race can learn this hero skill.] 

… 

[Hero Skill: True Simulation] 

[Level: Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade - Enhanceable] 

[Skill Effect: When intelligent life forms are conducting creative experiments, they can carry out virtual 

simulation experiments by mobilizing their technological knowledge reserves! 

The authenticity of the final outcome of the virtual simulation experiment would be related to the 

amount of technological knowledge he had. 



The more comprehensive and specific the technological knowledge, the less deviation the experiment 

results of the virtual simulation experiment would be from the actual experiment results. Conversely, 

the greater the deviation. 

When the technological knowledge reserves of intelligent life forms can 100% satisfy the knowledge 

needs of the virtual simulation experiment, the experiment results produced will be equivalent to the 

real experiment results.] 

[Prompt: This hero skill requires extremely high computing power to realize. Moreover, only the 

intelligent life-type heroes of the Machina race can learn it.] 

… 

Zhou Zhou frowned as he looked at the two hero skills. 

As a Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade—Enhanceable Hero Skill, the effects of these two Hero Skills 

were quite top-grade. 

The former's shorter calculation time looked ordinary, but it was reduced by a percentage. 

Which meant… 

Even if there was a Machina race hero who wanted to create a Mid-level God-Tier mechanical 

technology product, it could reduce the maximum computation time by 90% in the process of creating 

this product. 

It might not be very effective during early stages of development, however, the more it grew, the more 

terrifying the effect would be! 

The second hero skill was also very ridiculous. 

To put it simply, True Simulation could use the virtual experiments in his mind to replace the real 

experiments in reality! 

As long as there was enough relevant technological knowledge stored, there was no need to find the 

corresponding experiment materials in reality. He could directly complete the specific experiment 

process in his thoughts. 

Not only would it save experimental funds, it would also greatly reduce the cost of manpower and time! 

To the experimental dog, it was simply a supreme divine skill! 

If the humans of the Cerulean Planet could master this ability when they were on the Cerulean Planet, 

the technological development of the human race on the Cerulean Planet could accelerate for hundreds 

or even thousands of years! 

However, even though these two hero skills were top-grade, the last notification that only the intelligent 

life hero of the Machina race could learn them made Zhou Zhou feel troubled. 



Maybe he should ask Ling'er for a Machina race soldier which she had successfully incited and give it the 

Hero Inheritance Secret Manual so that it could become an intelligent life-type hero and let it learn 

these two hero skills? 

Zhou Zhou found that it was very troublesome just thinking about it. 

However, he could only do that if he really had no choice in the end. 

He thought for a while and shook his head, planning to look at the loots behind first. 

It was this pile of Mechanical Technology Blueprints. 

Zhou Zhou first picked up the stack of blue technological blueprints closest to him. 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Name: Invisible Ghost] 

[Authority Level: Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Mechanical Technology Effect: The Invisible Ghost possesses the Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade 

intelligent lifeform, Ghost Scout. It has the functions of the White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade invisible 

body, a Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade folded space function, a Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade 

space warehouse function, Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade spaceship defense, Yellow Gold-Tier 

Elementary Grade flying speed, Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade life detection and anti-

reconnaissance radar, Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade space invisibility, an Extraordinary-Tier 

Advance Grade flying speed, and the automatic repair function.] 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Description: The Invisible Ghost is one of the Machina race's 

reconnaissance spaceships. Its design inspiration came from the first-generation reconnaissance 

spaceship, the White Ghost. Subsequently, after generations of modifications and upgrades, the product 

of the Invisible Ghost was produced. Compared to the previous Ghost series products, the greatest 

characteristic of the Invisible Ghost was the 'Zero-Mass Mechanical Body'. It was like a real ghost, 

invisible and untouchable. It could ignore any attack with physical characteristics. When it was first 

invented, it was loved by many Mechanical Technology Groups. Later, its status was gradually replaced 

with the creation of a higher-level Ghost series reconnaissance spaceship.] 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

Zero-Mass Mechanical Body? 

Untouchable and unseeable? 

Such a magical thing? 

In addition, he realized something. 

The specific function of this spaceship blueprint seemed to be a little ordinary. 

Wen Ya's current main body, the Starry Night, was a White-Silver Tier Advance Grade spaceship. 

It had the intelligent life form, Starry Night Goddess, of the Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade from the 

beginning. 



There were also many White Platinum-Tier, Diamond-Tier, and even Extraordinary-Tier spaceship 

functions. 

However, the intelligent life form of this Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade spaceship was actually only 

at the Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade. 

Its other functions were only Yellow Gold-Tier Elementary Grade. 

Zhou Zhou thought for a moment and suddenly reacted. 

Could this be the configuration of a normal spaceship? 

Black Ghost and the current Starry Night had added so many high-level spaceship functions at the 

beginning of the design because they represented the friendship between him and the Machina race? 

The more Zhou Zhou thought about it, the more he felt that his guess might be right. 
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Otherwise, it would be too ridiculous for a White-Silver Tier Advance Grade spaceship to join the ranks 

of an Extraordinary-Tier intelligent life form. 

Wouldn't a Legendary-Tier spaceship join the ranks of Master God-Tier intelligent life form? 

How was that possible! 

[My Lord, this is the design blueprint of the seventh generation of the Ghost Series reconnaissance 

spaceship.] 

[The ordinary version of Wen Ya's previous main body, Black Ghost, was the third generation of the 

Ghost Series reconnaissance spaceship that came from the same source as it.] 

[My Lord, please hand it to me. I can help increase the efficiency of making the spaceship by mastering 

the manufacturing method of this Invisible Ghost. Moreover, I can also make the performance of the 

Black Ghost and Starry Night stronger.] 

At this moment. 

Wen Ya's voice sounded. 

"Record these." 

Zhou Zhou was stunned when he heard that but he immediately placed the stack of blueprints 

representing the Invisible Ghost aside and asked Wen Ya to record them. 

A red light shone down from above the Starry Night and landed on the stack of blueprints. Then, it 

began to scan from top to bottom. 

In less than a moment, the red light was done scanning. 

[My Lord, Wen Ya has completed recording it!] 

Wen Ya trailed off. 
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That was pretty fast. 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

It had just taken a look. The Machina race words on it were probably equivalent to a large library. 

Wen Ya had actually completed the recording so quickly. 

As expected of an intelligent lifeform of Extraordinary-Tier Advance Grade. 

He did not think too much about it. After nodding, he looked at the next blueprint. 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Name: Shield of Light] 

[Authority Level: White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade] 

[Mechanical Technology Effect: Release a Physical Defense Light Shield with no blind spots around your 

body. The Endurance of the Light Shield is initially 100%. It can block physical attacks below the White 

Platinum-Tier Advance Grade. You can automatically restore Restoration Endurance by absorbing the 

light energy of the outside world before your Endurance is exhausted.] 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Description: An upgraded version of the Striker Light Shield created 

by Lord Father. Not only has its defense increased greatly, it has also added a new ability to 

automatically restore Restoration Endurance. Even low-level Machina race or Normal life forms can use 

it.] 

Zhou Zhou was a little surprised. 

This Mechanical Technology Product Blueprint looked ordinary. It was a blueprint of normal defense 

equipment. 

However, the last sentence in its description moved Zhou Zhou. 

Normal life forms could also use it! 

What did this entail!? 

This meant that it was not like normal equipment that could not be equipped with equipment higher 

than its strength realm. 

This Shield of Light could be used even by ordinary people below the White Platinum-Tier Advance 

Grade! 

At the thought of this, Zhou Zhou's heart skipped a beat. 

What did this entail!? 

This meant that even a Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade soldier under his command could use this 

technological Defense equipment to interfere in White Platinum-Tier battles! 

If it was popularized on a large scale, 10,000 Black Iron-Tier soldiers might be able to unleash the role of 

10,000 White Platinum-Tier soldiers! 

"This is what makes technological products so stunning!" 



Zhou Zhou lamented. 

"Wen Ya." 

"Record this too." 

"When we get back, we'll build the corresponding mechanical technology manufacturing factory." 

"Try your best to create a Shield of Light that can satisfy the needs of the entire army in the shortest 

time possible!" 

"Mist Cores are not a problem!" 

"Sell whatever we don't need!" 

Zhou Zhou might not have anything else now. 

He just had too many Mist Cores! 

Ordinary Legendary-Tier experts might not be as rich as him! 

"Yes, my Lord!" 

Wen Ya immediately said respectfully. 

Zhou Zhou nodded and looked eagerly at the blueprints of the other mechanical technologies. 

The combat strength of his soldiers would increase greatly in the future with these Mechanical 

Technology Blueprints! 

Then, he looked at the next technology blueprint. 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Name: "Soul Residence"] 

[Authority Level: Diamond-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Mechanical Technology Effect One: Release a Physical Defense Light Shield with no blind spots around 

your body. The Endurance of the Light Shield is initially 100%. It can block physical attacks below the 

White Platinum-Tier Advance Grade. You can automatically restore Restoration Endurance by absorbing 

the light energy of the outside world before your Endurance is exhausted.] 

[Mechanical Technology Effect Two: If the soul in the Soul Residence is injured, it can slowly heal the 

injuries on the soul.] 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Description: An upgraded version of the Life Protection Light Barrier 

created by Lord Father. Not only has its defense increased greatly, it has also added a new function that 

can automatically restore Endurance and heal soul injuries. Even low-level Machina race or Normal life 

forms can use it.] 

There was nothing to say. 

It was clearly used with the Shield of Light. 

One was here to defend against physical attacks, and the other was here to defend against soul attacks. 



They were all not bad. 

Zhou Zhou did not waste his breath. He handed it to Wen Ya and asked her to be in charge of recording 

and manufacturing. 

Then, he looked at the next blueprint. 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Name: Apocalypse Satellite IV (Incomplete Research)] 

[Authority Level: Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Mechanical Technology Effect: High-altitude attack satellite structure with a range of 100,000 

kilometers. With the Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade Apocalypse Lasers, you can instantly kill all 

life forms below the Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade in the range!] 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Description: An upgraded version of the Apocalypse Satellite III 

(Incomplete Research) created by Lord Father. It has an extremely long range and outstanding damage 

ability. It is a rare low-orbit space weapon. It has yet to be developed and needs to be continued to be 

developed before it can be created.] 

… 

Zhou Zhou took a look and realized that he had not read wrongly. 

100,000 kilometers! 

Good God! 

The Cerulean Planet was only 380,000 kilometers from the Moon Planet! 

This range only needed to be extended by four times on the Cerulean Planet to blast from the Cerulean 

Planet to the Moon Planet. 

The only pity was that this blueprint had yet to be developed. 

If the development could be completed, Zhou Zhou would have the ability to target and kill some 

regions of the High Continent! 

"Wen Ya." 

"Can you use this as a foundation to completely develop it?" 

Zhou Zhou asked Wen Ya with the blueprint. 

Wen Ya did not say anything. Instead, she scanned it and gave a negative answer. 

[I'm sorry, my Lord.] 

[Wen Ya's current knowledge of mechanical technology is not enough.] 

[If we want to complete the development of this Apocalypse Satellite IV, Wen Ya either has to master a 

more comprehensive and deeper level of mechanical technology knowledge or have Wen Ya's intelligent 

life level reach the Legendary-Tier. We can carry out deeper research. Otherwise, Wen Ya will not be 

able to complete the Lord's request.] 



Wen Ya trailed off. 

Zhou Zhou nodded. 

He did not say anything, but he took Wen Ya's words to heart. 

If there was a chance in the future, he could try to satisfy the needs mentioned by Wen Ya. 

Then, Zhou Zhou looked at the next Mechanical Technology Blueprint. 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Name: Great Unification Core Energy] 

[Authority Level: Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Mechanical Technology Effect: An intelligent life form with the Grand Unified Core Energy can return 

the intelligent cores of other intelligent life forms to its own intelligent program and turn this intelligent 

life form into its own 'mechanical clone'. 

When this intelligent life form obtains promotion energy by killing fog monsters, it can circulate some or 

all of it to the intelligent life form with the Grand Unified Core Energy, thereby quickly increasing the 

strength level of this intelligent life form. It can be upgraded to the Extraordinary-Tier Elementary Grade 

at most.] 

[Mechanical Technology Blueprint Description: An upgraded version of the Grand Unified Core Energy 

created by Lord Father. It can quickly increase the strength level of the Machina race.] 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

No wonder Lord Father and his subordinates were so strong. 

So it was the effect of the Grand Unified Core Energy. 

"Lord Father is really a genius." 

"He can actually create so many inventions." 

"Especially this unified core energy." 

"It's simply a divine artifact that can quickly create experts!" 

Zhou Zhou clicked his tongue in wonder. 

It was just that this guy was unlucky to have encountered him. 

Otherwise, if it grew up in the future, he might really be a strong opponent comparable to the True Lord, 

the Great One Lord, and the Heaven Chasing Lord! 

Then, he looked at the next Loots. 

It was the Hero Inheritance of the Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade. 

[Treasure Name: Hero Inheritance Secret Manual] 

[Grade: Mid-level God-Tier Advance Grade] 



[Treasure Ability: After using it, you can obtain the inheritance of a hero that suits your race.] 

[Introduction: A treasure created by the Hero Inheritance. It is connected to the River of Time. After 

using it, the user can obtain the Hero Inheritance of his Race who has a Mid-level God-Tier Advance 

Grade Hero Fate Level slot!] 

After reading it, Zhou Zhou immediately reacted. This Low-Level God-Tier Advance Grade version of the 

Hero Inheritance Secret Manual should come from the Battlefield Shop in the Myriad Races Lord 

Battlefield. 

He had also exchanged for it before and handed it to Nezario to become the Dragon King Of Volcano and 

Destruction. 

He did not expect Lord Father to leave it for him to use. 

In the end, he had benefited. 

Zhou Zhou put it away happily and looked at the last Loots. 

It was the only Mythical-Tier Lord Talent Sphere. 

[Treasure Name: Lord Talent Sphere—Ultimate Algorithm] 

[Treasure Grade: Mythical-Tier—Unique] 

[Treasure Effect: After absorbing it, the Lord will have the Mythical-Tier—Unique Lord Talent—Ultimate 

Algorithm!] 

[Treasure Description: A Lord Talent Sphere purified by the Supreme Will. After absorbing it, you can 

obtain a Mythical-Tier - Unique Lord Talent.] 

"Ultimate Algorithm…" 

"So this is Lord Father's Mythical-Tier Unique Lord Talent." 

Zhou Zhou had fought Lord Father twice, but this was the first time he knew what Lord Father's Lord 

Talent was. 

He thought for a moment. In order to avoid any accidents, it was better to return to the territory and 

absorb this Lord Talent. 

Then, he did not waste any time and immediately called Bai Yun and Wu Xin over. He asked the two of 

them to temporarily arrange for the soldiers to guard this place. They were not to move without his 

orders. They would wait for him to return. 

If a powerful enemy attacked or something unexpected happened, Bai Yun and Wu Xin would make all 

the decisions. 

Then, he instructed him on a series of matters. Zhou Zhou did not waste any more time after arranging 

everything. With a thought, he returned to Blazing Sun City. 
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In the master bedroom of the Beginner-Grade Lord's Paradise in the Blazing Sun City. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Lord Talent Sphere in his hand, took a deep breath, and said in a deep voice, 

"Absorb!" 

The next second. 

This Mythical-Tier Lord Talent Sphere immediately turned into countless seven-colored light spots and 

surged into his glabella. 

Zhou Zhou closed his eyes. 

He re-opened his eyes again after some time. 

Then, he immediately opened his Lord's personal information. 

His Lord Talent column had already been updated! 

[Lord Talent: King of Loots (Mythical-Tier, Unique), Gnome Alchemy Workshop (Green Bronze-Tier), 

Monster Ranch (White Silver-Tier), Incite Defection (Yellow Gold-Tier), Peace And Prosperity (Diamond-

Tier), Return To The City (White Silver-Tier), Mysterious Caravan (Yellow Gold-Tier), Master Thief's 

Robbery Gloves (Legendary-Tier), Blessing of the Ten Gods- Blessing of the War God (White Platinum-

Tier), The Shelter of the Goddess of Life (White Platinum-Tier), Knight Temple (Extraordinary-Tier), 

Dragon Slaying Hometown (White Platinum-Tier), Gift of the Machina (White Silver-Tier)], Embrace of 

the Conqueror (White Silver-Tier), Fighting God Full-time Master II (Green Bronze-Tier), Lord Shop 

(Mythical-Tier, Unique), Scavenger (Green Bronze-Tier), Sturdy Constitution (Green Bronze-Tier), 

Agricultural Kingdom (Extraordinary-Tier), Ultimate Algorithm (Mythical-Tier, Unique)] 

"My 20th Lord Talent!" 

A smile appeared on Zhou Zhou's face. 

If his Lord Talent panel was shown to other Lords, they would definitely be dumbfounded. 

Then, he immediately opened the details of the talent. 

[Lord Talent: Ultimate Algorithm (Mythical-Tier—Unique)] 

[Specific Lord Talent Effect One: You can summon a Machina race clone that belongs to you. The 

Machina race clone is connected to the main body. The main body can ignore distance to command and 

actually control the Machina race clone to move.] 

When your Machina race clone dies, you can summon it again by consuming the energy in your body.] 

[Specific Lord Talent Effect Two: Your Machina race clone has mastered the Ultimate Algorithm program 

and can use it to master the computing power of all the Machina race subordinates under your 

command. The more computing power you master, the higher the intelligence of the Machina race 

clone. You can save more time when carrying out technological research and creation. You can even 

draw inferences and research to create brand new mechanical technology products.] 

… 



"It's actually such a Lord Talent." 

Zhou Zhou was surprised. 

Wasn't this equivalent to giving him a technology genius? 

No wonder Lord Father could create so many stunning inventions. He could even create a plug-in 

technology product like the Grand Unified Core Energy. 

So it was done with the help of the Ultimate Algorithm, the Mythical-Tier Unique Lord Talent! 

At the thought of this, Zhou Zhou's heart burned. 

He came from the Cerulean Planet, which was developing a technological civilization. 

Every human on the Cerulean Planet had enjoyed the benefits of technology, and he was naturally no 

exception. 

Therefore, Zhou Zhou still had his own unique feelings for technology even though the mainstream path 

in the High Continent was the Extraordinary-Tier Class. Moreover, Zhou Zhou had already benefited 

greatly from this path. 

Previously, he had thought that perhaps the technological civilization of the Cerulean Planet would not 

shine on the High Continent. 

However, the Cerulean Planet's technological civilization might not only be able to reappear on the High 

Continent with this Ultimate Algorithm, but it would also become very likely to surpass the past! 

"My Machina race clone…" 

Zhou Zhou gradually calmed down and pondered about this matter. 

Just as he finished muttering, he immediately felt that a certain life form wanting to break out of its 

shell. 

"So it's in my mind." 

"Summon!" 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows and said without hesitation. 

The next second. 

A seven-colored light flew out of his glabella and turned into a… silver ball of light after landing on the 

ground. 

Zhou Zhou looked at the silver ball of light with a strange expression. 

If not for the obvious mental connection between him and this ball of light, coupled with the fact that it 

was much smaller than Lord Father's dead mechanical body, it was almost the size of a fist. 

Zhou Zhou thought that Lord Father had been reborn. 

He looked at the silver ball of light. 



Attribute information appeared. 

[Clone Name: Unnamed (Machina race clone)] 

[Territory: Blazing Sun City (Machina race)] 

[Skill Level: Black Iron-Tier Elementary Grade] 

[Ability Overview: The Machina race clone of the Lord of The Blazing Sun has mastered a special talent— 

Ultimate Algorithm.] 

[Skills: Talent - Ultimate Algorithm, Talent - Unlimited Mechanical Body] 

[Potential: Master God-Tier Advance Grade] 

… 

Zhou Zhou raised his eyebrows. 

This guy's attribute information was very simple. 

However, its potential shocked Zhou Zhou. 

Good God! 

Master God-Tier Advance Grade?! 

This potential had already reached the limit of this world, similar to the Light Sacred Dragon, Ingesol. 

Then, his gaze landed on its name. He thought for a moment and gave it the name 'Ultimate Lord'. 

His name was a little childish. 

However, Zhou Zhou did not care about such things. 

He looked at the Ultimate Lord in front of him and had an idea. 

The next second. under his surprised gaze, the silver ball of light in front of him began to change 

constantly and at the same time. 

Soon, a silver-robed Zhou Zhou who looked exactly like Zhou Zhou appeared in front of him. 

"Is this the clone?" 

"It's indeed magical." 

Zhou Zhou looked at the Ultimate Lord who looked exactly like him in front of him, the surprise in his 

eyes intensifying. 

A moment later. 

The curious Zhou Zhou looked at the Ultimate Lord in front of him and began to think. 

"Next, I have to prepare the Machina race Subjects for my Machina race clone so that it can unleash the 

advantage of the Ultimate Algorithm." 



"Wen Ya won't have to deal with the remaining undeveloped blueprints of the Apocalypse Satellite IV 

after he masters the ability of the Ultimate Algorithm." 

"I can develop it myself with the Ultimate Lord." 

Zhou Zhou thought. 

Lord Father could use the Ultimate Algorithm to create so many stunning mechanical technology 

inventions. 

As a human, even if Zhou Zhou could not directly invent and create new technology products like it for 

the time being, it should not be a problem to perfect an incomplete technology blueprint, right? 

At this moment. 

"ROAR!" 

A loud dragon roar sounded. 

When Zhou Zhou and the soldiers on the battlefield heard this cry, they even had the illusion that the 

world was trembling. 

Zhou Zhou immediately came to the window and looked at the scene outside. 

Nezario was flying in the sky. 

Black-red magma flame wave erupted from its body and surged in all directions. 

In the blink of an eye. 

The environment within a radius of 50 kilometers became like a Fire Hell. 

In the sky above Nezario's head. 

The phantom of the Flame Mountain that had also appeared when it broke through to the White 

Platinum-Tier Elementary Grade previously appeared. 

However, the current phantom of the Flame Mountain was clearly three to four times larger than the 

last time. Moreover, it looked even more condensed! 

In the middle of the Fire Mountain Range was an extremely tall active volcano. 

The hot and sticky magma flowed inside and outside the volcano, revealing a bright red color. 

A shadow of Nezario was bathing in the magma, enjoying the heat and rage of the magma. 


